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The original CliffsNotes study guides offer expert commentary on major themes, plots, characters,

literary devices, and historical background. The latest generation of titles in this series also feature

glossaries and visual elements that complement the classic, familiar format.CliffsNotes on Lord of

the Flies takes you on an exploration of William Golding&#39;s novel to the dark side of humanity,

the savagery that underlies even the most civilized human beings. Follow Golding&#39;s group of

young boys from hope to disaster and watch as they attempt to survive their uncivilized,

unsupervised, and isolated environment.You can rely on CliffsNotes on Lord of the Flies for

character analyses, insightful essays, and chapter-by-chapter commentaries to ensure your safe

passage through the rich symbolism of this novel. Other features that help you study includeA brief

synopsis of the novelA character map to help you see relationships among the charactersA glossary

that helps you get the most out of your readingAn interactive quiz to test your knowledgeEssay

topics and review questionsClassic literature or modern-day treasureâ€”you&#39;ll understand it all

with expert information and insight from CliffsNotes study guides.
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At once an enthralling adventure story about a group of schoolboys stranded on an island and a

richly textured moral tale, this is also Golding's attack on Western society and its institutions.



MAUREEN KELLY is a freelance writer and editor.

I homeschool and used this for myself while my kids (eleven year old girls) read the actual book! It

helped me create dialogue for discussions after each chapter. I also made up quizzes using these

cliff notes.

My son is Aspergers and not the greatest at creative writing this described characters that he did not

think was important and explained why. It has all the vocab by chapters now I want you to

understand this was the tool I used to help him I did not hand it over to him. It is to good and

teachers are aware so they add stuff to tests and report that is not in here so if you are a student

reading this you better read the book also this is an aid not a replacement....

Thanks

Cliff notes are pretty straight forward.

highly recommend

A great companion for the book. Lots of detail.

Print is SO tiny!!! Content is great!

It was a gift.
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